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ENRICH YOUR TRAVEL EXPERIENCE WITH

LEISURELY PACED ITINERARIES
Spend several nights in most of the places you stay

CRUISING THE RED RIVER IN NORTHERN VIETNAM

Connect with local life and culture

18 March – 06 April 2019 | 18 nights

Immerse yourself in the landscapes and culture

This confirmed tour gives you time to recover from jet lag by
spending the first three nights in Hanoi and avoids packing and
unpacking with ten nights on a luxurious Pandaw rivership. It builds
in opportunities to immerse yourself in the local life and spend time
observing landscapes and river life from the deck of the ship. We
have one upper deck twin cabin left.

Have time for coffee!

NORMANDY, THE CHANNEL ISLANDS, DEVON & CORNWALL

Relax and savour the experience

13 May – 03 June 2019 | 21 nights

Limit packing and unpacking
Experience fewer long travelling days
Enjoy built-in free time to follow your own interests

‘Slow travel’ is an increasingly popular way to travel today. As
the slow food movement is a reaction to junk and convenience
food, so ‘slow travel’ emphasises time to enjoy your
surroundings rather than racing from one tourist attraction
to another. If you are interested in a more leisurely way of
experiencing a destination, we recommend these 2019 tours.

Linger and explore gardens and art while staying in 3-4 star hotels
in just four towns and exploring out from that base. This tour is a
balanced programme of visits interspersed with free time. Travel to
and from the Channel Islands by ferry.
THE MARQUESAS BY PASSENGER FREIGHTER
08-24 August 2019 | 16 nights
Spend four days relaxing in Papeete and 12 nights cruising on
board the Aranui 5. Visit some of the remotest islands in the world
and watch the crew loading and unloading goods for the islanders
who you will have a chance to meet and interact with in each of the
communities. A confirmed tour with one stateroom cabin available.
CRUISING THE SOUTH ISLAND
07-18 December | 11 nights
Relax before the Christmas rush on a comfortable small expedition
ship. Visit the spectacular places recently seen on Sam Neil’s
television programme about Captain Cook’s voyages. A confirmed
tour, we have one sole use and three twin cabins available.
RUSSIA AND THE ARCTIC BY LUXURY TRAIN
27 December 2019 – 12 January 2020 | 16 nights

JUST A REMINDER...

The NZ dollar has dropped but we have guaranteed to hold
our tour prices for those registered by 15 November 2018.
Many of our tours are close to confirmed departures and once
they are, we can lock in currency and avoid the need to add a
foreign exchange surcharge. Your deposit is refundable until a
tour is confirmed.

Visit the remarkable city of St Petersburg before spending five
relaxing days and nights watching the passing scenery on a
rail quest for the Northern Lights. Renowned for its theatrical
landscapes and dramatic climate, the Arctic is one of the most
mystical places to explore. Enjoy the grandeur of Moscow’s famous
sights and fascinating architecture before returning to the New
Zealand summer.

Contact us for itinerary and details

Forward this newsletter to family and friends for them to
receive our travel inspirations straight to their mailbox.
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